
 ROCKS     HOME     SCHOOL     ACADEMY 

 2022-2023     Class     Descriptions 
 Classes     for     All     Grades 

 Piano  Teacher:  Morgan     King  Cost:  $176     per     semester  (13     30-minute     sessions) 
 Beginner     Piano 

 Beginner  Piano  is  best  for,  just  as  the  title  suggests,  beginners.  Morgan  will  start  your  child  out  with  the 
 foundational  techniques  such  as  posture,  finger  numbering,  and  note  recognition.  She  will  focus  on  (1)  a  strong 
 foundation  as  piano  lessons  build  on  each  other  and  (2)  acquiring  excellence  in  each  song  before  simply 
 moving  on  to  the  next  one.  Lessons  require  practice  at  home  -  daily  (or  AT  LEAST  a  few  times  a  week)  -  for 
 substantial     progression. 

 Materials     costs: 

 -     Books:     $     STILL     HAVE     TO     DECIDE     ON     SPECIFIC     BOOK 

 -     Flash     cards:     $6.00 

 -     Must     have     a     Piano/keyboard     at     home 

 Ages:  7-18  Minimum:  3     students  Maximum:  7     students 

 Vocal  Teacher:  Al     Addleman  Cost:  $176     per  semester     (13-30     minute     sessions) 

 No     description     at     this     time. 

 Picnic     N     Play  Coordinator  :  Shemalya     King  Cost:  $free     per     family 

 Picnic  N  Play  is  strictly  for  fellowship--bringing  families  together  with  children  of  all  ages.  Please 
 prepare  a  sack  lunch  for  your  family,  bring  a  blanket  to  picnic  on,  and  portable  chairs  (if  you  desire). 
 We'll  all  eat  at  12:15.  The  children  can  play  on  the  playground  before  and  after  we  eat.  Feel  free  to 
 bring  balls,  frisbees,  longboards,  hoola  hoops,  or  jump  ropes.  Parent(s)  or  guardian(s)  must  remain 
 with  the  child/children;  no  drop  offs  are  allowed.  This  fellowship  is  offered  only  5  times  during  the 
 second  semester  (  Dates:  March  11,  March  25,  April  22,  May  13,  May  27;  Time:  11-1:30),  in  order  to 
 assure  (to  the  best  of  our  ability)  warm  weather.  In  the  event  of  cold  or  inclement  weather,  you  will 
 receive     a     text     of     cancellation.     This     event     will     only     occur     if     at     least     four     families     sign     up. 

 Text:  520-313-5055     to     sign     up.     Please     note     that     these  are     on     Saturdays. 



 Crazy     Science  Teacher:  Kelsey     Alix  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 Let’s     get     crazy     with     tons     of     hands-on     science     experiments,     learning     about     mixing     colors,     how     different 
 chemicals  react  together,  growing  crystals,  plants,  and  much  more.  This  class  will  be  great  for 
 younger  children.  There  will  be  no  homework  assigned  for  this  class,  just  be  on  the  lookout  for  cool 
 things  they  have  found  over  the  week.  Warning:  your  kids  might  come  home  with  a  little  mess  on 
 them     and     or     talk     your     ear     off     about     the     fun     they     had. 

 October  will     focus     on     colors,     blending     colors,     where  color     dyes     come     from,     and     what     we     can     do     with 
 colors     in     nature. 

 November  will     focus     on     gemstones,     rocks,     and     making  crystals     with     different     elements. 

 December  will     focus     on     chemical     reactions     safe     for  kids     to     try. 

 January  will     focus     on     making     fun     play     items     from     simple  at     home     ingredients. 

 February  will     focus     on     how     plants     grow     and     what     we  can     learn     from     nature. 

 March  will     focus     on     water     density,     oceans,     and     rivers. 

 April  will     focus     on     simple     electricity. 

 May  will     focus     on     the     sun     and     how     we     can     use     the     sun. 

 Minimum:  4  students  Maximum:  10     students  Materials     cost:  $0 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Elementary 

 1  st  Grade     Basic     Science  Teacher:  Morgan     King  Cost:  $55     per     semester 
 Morgan  will  combine  fun  stories,  lessons,  and  activities  to  instill  in  your  1  st  grader  a  handful  of  basic 
 science  facts  and  principles.  Based  on  various  experiences  in  grade  school  and  college,  she  is  a 
 proponent  of  quality  over  quantity  and  has  incorporated  this  principle  into  the  class  structure.  A  total 
 of  six  various  science  topics  will  be  covered  during  the  semester,  and  Morgan’s  goal  is  for  each  child 
 to     be     able     to     thoroughly     discuss     each     one. 

 Minimum:  3     students  Maximum:  8  students  Material     needed:  Pocket     folder 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Elementary     Math     (2nd-4th)  Teacher:  Shemalya     King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This     class     will     use     a     Scott     Foresman–Addison     Wesley     textbook:     Reading     and     Making     Graphs, 
 Understanding     Place     Value,     Comparing     and     Ordering     Numbers,     Rounding,     Telling     Time,     Adding     and 
 Subtracting     up     to     Three     Digits,     Adding     and     Subtracting     Money,     Multiplication     up     to     Three     Digits, 
 Dividing     up     to     Three     Digits,     Understanding     Fractions,     Using     Customary     Linear     Measurement, 
 Geometry,     and     briefly     go     over     Probability. 

 Minimum:  5     students  Maximum:  8     students  Materials  cost:  $15 



 Hands-on     Math     (1st-2nd)  Teacher:  Shemalya     King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  class  will  use  an  abacus,  magnetic  fraction  pieces,  building  cubes  for  tens  and  ones,  counting 
 bears  and  bugs,  measuring  cups  and  containers  to  measure  quarts  and  gallons,  etc.  We  will  also  use 
 worksheets.  Topics:  addition,  subtraction,  division,  multiplication,  measuring  liquids,  time  recognition, 
 perimeter  and  area  of  basic  shapes,  reading  charts  and  graphs,  number  sequence,  mental  math, 
 counting  to  100,  and  writing  to  500.  There  will  be  a  strong  emphasis  on  understanding  place  value. 
 Each     student     will     have     their     own     abacus. 

 Minimum:  5     students  Maximum:  8     students  Materials  cost:  $20 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Language     Arts     (2nd-4th)  Teacher:  Shemalya  King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  class  will  use  a  McGraw-Hill  Language  Arts  textbook:  Writing  Explanatory  Letters;  Personal 
 Narrative,  Descriptive,  Story  Telling,  Expository,  and  Comparative  Essays  (all  appropriate  to  grade 
 level).  We  will  cover  Sentence  Structure  :  identifying  groups  of  words  that  are  sentences,  four  kinds  of 
 sentences,  subjects  and  predicates,  and  time-order  words;  Nouns  :  identifying,  common  and  proper, 
 capitalization,  plural  and  possessive,  and  compound  words;  Verbs  :  action,  present  and  past  tense, 
 subject-verb  agreement,  abbreviations,  have/has/had,  combining  sentences  with  “and,”  forms  of  “be,” 
 helping,  linking,  the  verbs  “go/went”  and  “do/did,”  the  verbs  “say/said,”  the  verbs  “see/saw,”  and 
 various  others;  Apostrophes  ;  Pronouns  ;  Alphabetical  Order  ;  Synonyms  and  Antonyms  ;  Adjectives  ; 
 Adverbs  ;  Quotation  Marks  ;  Parts  of  a  Poem  ;  and  Commas  :  in  letter  writing,  dates,  between  city 
 and  state,  between  date  and  year,  to  separate  words  in  a  series,  and  after  the  words  “yes”  and 
 “no.” 

 Minimum:  3  students  Maximum:  6     students  Non-refundable     book     rental:  $15 

 Intro     to     Spanish     (k-5th)  Teacher:  Yara  Armenta  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  course  will  cover  topics:  Alphabet,  Numbers,  Colors,  Animals,  Weekdays  and  Months,  Time, 
 Proper  Pronouns,  Cities,  Family,  Proper  Grammar,  and  Common  Greetings.  There  will  be  a  workbook 
 and  flashcards  for  children  to  work  on  at  home.  Expect  a  total  of  four  worksheets  and  15  minutes  per 
 day     practice     using     flashcards. 

 Minimum:  4     students  Maximum:  12     students  Book     fee:  $15 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Middle     School 

 Fundamentals     of     Math     (5th-7th)  Teacher:  Shemalya  King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  course  will  cover  Adding  and  Subtracting  Whole  Numbers,  Multiplying  and  Dividing  Whole 
 Numbers,  Adding  and  Subtracting  Decimals,  Multiplying  and  Dividing  Decimals,  Basic  Geometry, 
 Number  Theory–Developing  Fractions,  Adding  and  Subtracting  Fractions,  Multiplying  and  Dividing 
 Fractions,  Equations,  Ratio–Proportion–Percent,  Using  Percent,  Integers,  Perimeter–Area–Volume, 
 Measurement,     and     Sets     and     Statistics. 

 Minimum:  4     students  Maximum:  7     students  Non-refundable     book     rental:  $15 



 MIDDLE     SCHOOL/HIGH     SCHOOL 

 Grammar     &     Composition     (6th-12th)  Teacher:  Shemalya  King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  course  will  use  a  Glencoe  Grammar  and  Composition  Handbook  and  cover  the  following 
 material:  Subjects,  Predicates,  and  Sentences;  Nouns;  Verbs;  Pronouns;  Adjectives;  Adverbs; 
 Prepositions,  Conjunctions,  and  Interjections;  Clauses  and  Complex  Sentences;  Verbals; 
 Subject-verb  Agreement;  Diagramming  Sentences;  Capitalization;  Punctuation;  Sentence  Combining; 
 Spelling     and     Vocabulary;     and     Composition. 

 Minimum:  5     students  Maximum:  7     students  Non-refundable     book     rental:  $15 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Intro     to     Spanish     (6th-12th)  Teacher:  Yara  Armenta  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  course  will  cover  topics:  Alphabet,  Numbers,  Colors,  Animals,  Weekdays  and  Months,  Time, 
 Proper  pronouns,  Cities,  Family,  Proper  Grammar,  and  Common  Greetings.  There  will  be  a  workbook 
 and  flashcards  for  children  to  work  on  at  home.  Expect  a  total  of  four  worksheets  and  15  minutes  per 
 day     practice     using     flashcards. 

 Minimum:  3     students  Maximum:  8     students  Book     fee:  $25 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Accelerated     Algebra     (9th-12th)  Teacher:  Shemalya  King  Cost:  $65     per     semester 
 This  course  will  cover  the  basics  of  algebra,  linear  equation  and  inequalities,  graphing  and  linear 
 systems,  exponents  and  polynomials,  factoring,  rational  expressions,  roots  and  radicals,  quadratic 
 equations,  variations,  fractional  exponents,  and  factoring  the  sum  and  difference  of  two  cubes.  The 
 subject  is  accelerated  because  we  will  move  at  an  accelerated  pace.  Students  should  expect  about 
 100     homework     questions.     This     class     is     great     for     college     prep. 

 Minimum:  5     students  Maximum:  8     students  Non-refundable     book     rental:  $15 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 “Project     Studios”     Filmmaking     Club     (ages     12-17)  Student     led  Cost:  free 
 The  purpose  of  this  class  is  for  young  people  to  be  able  to  pursue  filmmaking  seriously.  The  club 
 would  be  a  place  to  learn  more  about  filmmaking,  practice  filmmaking  skills,  and  use  their  creativity. 
 This  is  a  place  for  young  people  to  put  their  minds  together  to  create  films  and  have  a  good  time  in 
 the     process. 
 Requirements: 

 -  a     subscription     to     “Tomorrow’s     Filmmakers”     (approximately     $100) 
 -  a     notebook     and     writing     equipment 
 -  a     laptop     (strongly     suggested) 
 -  any     additional     filmmaking     equipment     would     be     helpful 
 -  any     donations     would     be     a     blessing 


